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TMT: Private equity’s  
lockdown love affair
Why deal activity in the tech sector has soared
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Executive summary

Software is where the hard bargains are being driven. PE dealmaking records are 
being shattered, with the pandemic actively fueling the fire rather than damping it 
down. As companies rushed to digitize and upgrade their tech stacks to meet the 
demands of remote working, PE firms moved in on a rich crop of targets.

By mid-August the deal tally sailed past the 1,100 mark and a cumulative value of 
$62.1bn. Meanwhile the average buyout size of $551.1m showed big-hitting fund 
managers willing to pay up at large multiples. Liquidity in the same period has been 
similarly stellar, with $174.2bn in exit value across 217 exits, in a trend that shows 
little sign of slowing.

Such frenzied competition, coupled with the fast-changing software industry, has 
piled on the pressure for both PE fund managers and deal teams. Swift, efficient 
execution of deals is top of the agenda. But there’s much more to think about. 
Cybersecurity concerns at the portfolio management level remain a key focus,  
as do controls of documentation, processes, and financial information.

Private equity perspectives
An already tough environment is spawning fresh challenges. Foremost is the fast 
pace of technical innovation. Then there is the growing antitrust scrutiny facing the 
tech giants, amid concerns over uncompetitive practices. Related to this is the onset 
of digital service taxes. All of these will require more intensive due diligence and risk 
management processes, with greater automation wherever possible. That in turn will 
demand significant investment.

Furthermore, dealmakers and portfolio managers must ensure that bespoke value 
creation agreements for software companies are kept up to date. It’s also vital that 
processes can be executed as efficiently as possible. In the current competitive 
dealmaking climate, agility is perhaps the greatest asset of all.
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Macro market trends

Private equity has the hots for software. It’s set to be a record year for both deal 
numbers and deal value – over 1,100 transactions totaling $62.1bn by mid-August 
alone. This is on course to smash both the previous highs of 1,371 and $75.9bn (in 
2020 and 2019, respectively).

Like many love affairs, this one was interrupted by the pandemic. But not for long. 
Financing volume bounced right back after its dip in Q2 2020. If anything, the break 
resulted in more untapped capital for PE fund managers to play with, so the heat  
may intensify in the last months of 2021.

Global PE activity – software
As of 8/13/2021, Source: PitchBook
 

Deal value ($bn) Deal count

Ironically, COVID-19 may have played the role of Cupid. The past 18 months have 
seen a digital stampede, as businesses everywhere have scrambled to upgrade 
their tech for remote working. The result? PE firms with an eye for software 
companies have been spoiled, for choice.

Breaking records amid fierce competition
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Not that this means easy pickings. Competition is fierce. The median deal size 
sits at an all-time high of $50m. The mean is anything but mean, at $235m. The 
median buyout size is nearing its record of $110m set in 2019.  
As for growth financing, the median deal size has pulled a Usain Bolt, doubling 
from $16.6m in 2020 to $33.0m so far in 2021. 

Median Average

Global PE deal size ($m) – software
As of 8/13/2021, Source: PitchBook
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‘Deal me in.’ Dealmakers jostle  
for seats at the table
These trends paint a striking picture. The record medians show that prices have 
risen across the whole market. It’s no longer just about any particular sub-sector 
or deal size. Moreover, the mean buyout size of $551.1m tells of hefty PE funds 
with managers willing to stake at big multiples. Buyout/LBO PE growth/expansion

Global average PE deal size by type ($m) – software
As of 8/13/2021, Source: PitchBook
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Global PE deal activity (#) by type – software
As of 8/13/2021, Source: PitchBook

Global PE deal activity ($bn) by type – software
As of 8/13/2021, Source: PitchBook

PE growth/expansion PE growth/expansionBuyout/LBO Buyout/LBO

In this high-pressure arena, dealmakers are stretching their comfort zones to gain 
more exposure to the market. Some are exploring new strategies. Some are moving 
beyond their usual types of deal. Together they’ve achieved over 350 growth financing 
deals in 2021 to date, approaching the full-year high of 387 in 2020. As for the capital 
invested, at over $15bn that has already smashed the previous record.
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What does this tell us – aside from it being competitive out there? Two things leap out. 
One is that PE firms have a growing interest in late-stage, venture-backed software 
businesses. The other is that add-ons are doing a roaring trade. In 2021 to date,  
add-ons have made up nearly 80% of all buyouts in the software space. Rather than 
just buy up platforms, PE fund managers are building them out with anywhere from  
six to 10 add-ons, according to anecdotal reports.

A third, more subtle trend is the uptick in minority financings. Fund managers are 
doing more to spread their exposure across company lifecycles and sizes – a shrewd 
move whenever a market heats up like this.
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In recent years, PE firms have been targeting bigger and juicier private software 
companies. This can require them to club together, and such ‘club deals’ are growing  
in popularity. By August 2021 nearly 400 had completed, at a  
combined value of $19.1bn.

Factor in high transaction multiples, and such collaborations become ever more 
daunting. It’s not enough for PE teams to act swiftly to beat the competition. They  
must also take greater care. That means higher levels of due diligence, even as  
they strive to pick up the pace. How? The clear path is through investment in  
top-quality automation. PE deal teams need to streamline these essential  
processes while delivering greater accuracy. Only then can they focus on the  
highest value transactions.

Global PE club deal activity – software
As of 8/13/2021, Source: PitchBook
 

Deal value ($bn) Deal count

Higher stakes demand smarter working
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The kit is better – but the  
climb is steeper
Portfolio management ought to be easier today. Managers have a vast array of tools 
to hand. They have access to datasets for which their predecessors would have sold 
their grandmothers. A treasure trove of findings about target company operations, 
performance, processes, tech stacks, and more.

But of course, that’s not the whole story. The logistical and management pressures 
don’t end with the buying process. Software portfolio firms face the steeper task 
of creating value post-transaction. Avenues for this include optimizing prices, 
providing ancillary services, shifting computer operations to the cloud, and lining 
up add-ons to flesh out product and service offerings. And that’s where the 
competition is fiercest. 

Yes, there’s greater market appetite. Companies are still racing to upgrade their 
tech stacks. But incumbent technology providers are notoriously hard to dislodge, 
and hungry startups are circling the same prizes. No wonder that PE managers are 
thinking more about value creation strategies. And they’re doing it earlier in the 
transactional process. This is behind the surge of interest in add-ons, as managers 
use these to build critical mass in certain market segments.

Meanwhile, all the usual challenges apply. It’s vital to have a clear understanding  
of every company’s target market. The same goes for their strategic roadmaps, 
 and their product-market fit. Such insight demands multiple operating partners. 
And then there are the challenges peculiar to the software sector, such as 
cybersecurity and keeping pace with technical innovation. In short, portfolio 
managers have much to think about.
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A Niagara of liquidity
How are PE firms coping with these complexities? Pretty well, if current exit 
activity is any guide. In the year to date, they’ve achieved a staggering $174.2bn 
in exit value across 217 exits. The former is already a clear record, while 2019’s 
unprecedented 251 exits also looks set to be eclipsed.

Much of this is thanks to red-hot equity markets over the past 18+ months. In that 
period, public listings of PE-backed software companies have exceeded $150bn.  
But acquisitions have also played a key role, reaching $59bn in 2021 to date.  
Liquidity has rarely flowed so strongly.

Of course, a rising tide lifts all boats. But there’s more to this than outstanding market 
performance. Publicly traded corporations have revealed a sharp appetite  
for acquisitions, and PE portfolio companies are reaping the rewards. 

The exit environment for PE software companies looks rosy at present. Firms seeking 
to take portfolio companies public via a reverse merger still have the option of a 
special purpose acquisition company (SPAC) – at least for the time being. Meanwhile, 
private investment in public equity (PIPEs) remains a viable alternative.
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Spotlight

We come to a curious case: database management software companies. 
Recent PE investment in these has been erratic, especially in the context of 
the surge of PE buyouts of venture-backed companies. Why the mismatch?

It’s an insight into how PE dealmaking has evolved in the software space. 
Much depends on elements such as the pace of innovation in a particular 
segment, the segment’s size, and the effects of incumbency. These are 
active factors in the field of database management software. Given the 
competition from large tech companies and early movers, there aren’t 
as many specialized database management companies for PE funds to 
target. As a result, dealmaking levels vary widely. Despite some large deals 
in the past, and an overall rise in financing volume, pure-play database 
management remains a relatively small, fragmented market. There is not  
yet as much opportunity for consolidation or PE value applications. 

Global PE deal activity – database software
As of 8/13/2021, Source: PitchBook
 

Deal value ($bn) Deal count
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Now it’s easier to see why PE buyouts of VC-backed portfolio companies took 
so long to reach current levels. Not only did the software market need to grow 
significantly, but it also took time to attract multiple, dedicated PE funds. Those 
funds wanted to see greater maturity in the areas of technical innovation and 
total addressable markets, in terms of both value proposition and scale. With 
that watershed reached at last, PE firms within the space have grown more 
active and refined their approaches. Now, with 184 completed deals worth a 
total $6.3bn in 2021 so far, it’s clear that this year will reach new high-water 
marks even after two straight years of intensive dealmaking. 

 It is likely that PE firms will become even more involved in this space. They 
may even raise specific funds targeted at niche segments such as database 
management, as those mature into more fertile prospects.
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Global VC exit buyout activity – software
As of 8/13/2021, Source: PitchBook
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Looking forward

Investment in software companies is still a developing art. There is huge scope for 
refining strategies to capitalize on this ever more complex market. Each opportunity 
comes with its corresponding challenge. For instance, talent sourcing: as software 
companies shift to hybrid work models, there are larger potential labor pools – but 
also the need to reevaluate organizational structures. Meanwhile the rise in digital 
service taxes has complex tax implications for mergers (as does hybrid working). 

Nevertheless, those opportunities are numerous. Many traditional industries are 
still behind where they need to be in terms of digitization. To give just one example, 
electronic healthcare records will have significant cybersecurity concerns. Here the 
challenge and the opportunity are effectively the same thing, and PE fund managers 
that can solve the one will reap the other.

More broadly, dealmakers and portfolio managers must ensure that bespoke value 
creation agreements for software companies are kept up to date. It’s also vital that 
processes can be executed as efficiently as possible. In the current competitive 
dealmaking climate, agility is perhaps the greatest asset of all.
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1  Investment in cybersecurity sets records

The pandemic’s effects have been seismic. Remote working has rocketed – and 
with it, cyberattacks. With corporations forced to spend much more on secure 
digital infrastructure, PE firms are following the money, piling investment into 
cybersecurity at record levels. PitchBook data shows that cybersecurity  
startups raised $9.9bn globally in the first six months of 2021, 96% of the total 
raised in 2020. Meanwhile the average valuation of the companies raising funds 
has more than doubled, to $475m.

Nowhere is such protection more vital than in M&A. Deals depend on ironclad 
security, trust, privacy, and compliance – the elements at the core of Datasite’s 
service. We have long anticipated and catered to these greater security 
challenges, which is why you can execute deals end-to-end without leaving 
the security and comfort of the project environment. Sourcing, marketing, 
preparation, due diligence, negotiation, closing, PMI, and value capture all take 
place inside our stronghold.

2  Climate-tech investments become mainstream again 

Investing in climate technology is back in vogue. The first cleantech 
investment surge, in the early 2000s, was more of a fad, a bubble that 
soon burst. It also focused mainly on electricity, transport, and efficiency 
by software. But new technologies, coupled with a genuine sense of 
urgency driven by extreme weather events, gives the current boom much 
more credibility.

Global investors are now injecting billions into cleantech, with a primary 
focus on agriculture, food, and mobility (as the largest sources of carbon 
output). The new wave of climate tech investment is also fueled by the 
global push for carbon-zero targets. PitchBook data reveals that investors 
have closed as many climate-focused funds in 2021 to date as in the last 
five years combined. 

The M&A boom in the TMT sector has been sparked by an explosive mix: 
COVID-19, climate change, the consequent focus on ESG by PE investors, and 
the new technology to make more things possible. We have tracked the path of 
the TMT surge and detected several key themes.

The trajectory of a private equity boom

Why TMT has detonated
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3  ESG is seen as a lever of business opportunity 

Both global weather and public health crises have sounded alarms in the 
business world. Social pressures are now irresistibly moving ESG issues 
to the forefront. According to the PitchBook 2020 Sustainable Investment 
Survey, 95% of LPs are either already evaluating ESG risk factors or will be 
increasing their focus on ESG risk factors in the coming year.

In real time, we are watching ESG transform from check-the-box compliance 
to a genuine source of value creation. Ultimately, more and more people  
want to work for employers that are sustainable, purpose-driven, diverse,  
and inclusive. The money is following the talent, while regulatory 
developments and demand from LPs add up to make a critical mass. 
Business leaders and PE investors now have ESG firmly in their sights.

4  Digitization trends drive software M&A 

The software market is a red-hot zone for TMT activity, with digitization 
trends fueling the M&A boom. TMT deal activity rebounded quickly after 
the initial impact of the pandemic, returning faster and stronger than 
in other sectors. Across industries, corporations had to digitize rapidly 
to adapt to the new remote world, so software deals surged. Leaps in 
technology, and the demand for infrastructure to support remote working 
and entertainment streaming, coincided with a vast pile of dry powder. It 
made a volatile combination, and PE investors are adding fuel to the fire 
by pouring capital into software deals. 
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So much for the broader picture – but what does TMT M&A look like when you 
drill behind the scenes? As the leading data room provider, Datasite can reveal 
unique insights into the due diligence processes.

We sifted the most popular search terms by dealmakers across our platform. 
This had ‘COVID’ and ‘PPP’ (Paycheck Protection Program) both in the top 30 
search terms for both TMT and non-TMT projects. However, they both ranked 
much higher on the list for non-TMT projects. This suggests that the TMT sector 
took less of a hit from COVID so had less need for PPP. 

Conversely, some search terms crop up much more in TMT projects – these 
include ‘open source’, ‘GDPR’, ‘Amazon’ and ‘Microsoft’ (the latter two being 
cloud providers). GDPR is the legislation governing data privacy in the EU and 
UK, and can lead to steep fines for corporations that fail to protect customer 
data adequately. This makes cloud security and technical due diligence critical 
during TMT M&A transactions.

Furthermore, software companies must undergo technical due diligence (in 
addition to regular due diligence), which involves scrutiny of their code, digital 
infrastructure, and architecture. Software weaknesses or security vulnerabilities 
may result in data breaches, loss of data, and both brand and financial damage. 
Meanwhile, open-source software (software written and managed by a 
community) is increasingly popular among businesses. But it can also be more 
vulnerable, making open-source due diligence particularly important.

TMT M&A – the Datasite view
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Another curious development is deal speed. Historically, a TMT deal would 
take about the same amount of time as any other. But in the last 12 months, 
we’ve seen a gear shift. Based on the M&A transactions conducted through 
Datasite, TMT projects have been completing in 30 fewer days compared to 
deals in other industries. It underlines the fact that agility is crucial in today’s 
competitive deal making environment. Yet this is despite unprecedented 
levels of due diligence. TMT projects have always had about 10% more pages 
than other types, and that trend continues with higher levels of due diligence. 
Our data now shows that they also have around 25% more users than other 
projects. This could be due to their greater complexity, higher scrutiny and 
specialization, the involvement of more parties, and the rise of ‘club deals’ 
involving collaborations between PE firms.

Dealmaking is as ripe for digitization as any industry – if not more so.  
Now that both speed and accuracy are at an all-time premium, PE teams  
need ways to accelerate deals while simultaneously deepening due  
diligence. The only practical solution is top-quality automation to  
streamline essential processes, freeing up dealmakers to focus  
on high-value tasks.

Methodology
All charts of PE activity sourced to PitchBook were drawn from the PitchBook 
Platform. PitchBook’s dedicated industry code of software was utilized as 
the primary industry code to identify all relevant companies. Only completed 
transactions were considered. PitchBook’s standard PE methodologies 
were used, similar to those in the PitchBook US PE Breakdown; all such 
methodologies can be found in greater detail at www.pitchbook.com. The 
Datasite search term survey was conducted in the trailing 12 months  
preceding September 3, 2021, across all relevant projects within the Datasite 
platform. The project trends survey was conducted across all closed projects on 
the Datasite platform from 2018 through 2021.
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Datasite has supported PE firms of every size over more than half a 
century of M&A. We’ve been at their side at every step from fundraising to 
completion, on both buy side and sell side. And in challenging sectors such 
as TMT, we have given dealmakers the confidence they need to complete 
transactions with ease. 

 The Datasite product suite has been crafted for your industry, based on our 
decades of experience and input from thousands of leading dealmakers. 
Your PE deal becomes one end-to-end process that never leaves the safety 
of the data room. Fundraise, acquire, and exit with ease, moving seamlessly 
from marketing and preparation to due diligence and beyond. 

By your side across the PE lifecycle
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#wheredealsaremade

Datasite – a good deal better

TMT deal activity shows no sign of slowing down any time soon. 
Datasite can help you ride the crest of the wave. That’s why the top 
20 global PE firms use us. It’s why we’re the choice of 78,000 PE 
professionals worldwide. Because Datasite is so much more than 
a data room. We’re a great investment in great investments. To find 
out more about what we can do for you, visit us at Datasite.com.

https://www.datasite.com/us/en.html

